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If your business is among the millions of companies that use IIS, then the IIS Logfile Analyser software is exactly what you
need in order to easily monitor it and easily discover what’s going on. As its name suggests, the program allows you to quickly

analyse the access to your web pages and the results are shown in a clear format. With its powerful filtering features and its nifty
grouping options, you will have no problem accessing what you want. It is worth noting that the IIS Logfile Analyser software is

free to use, comes with a 30 day trial, and supports both Windows and Mac versions. IIS Logfile Analyser Specifications:
Operating Systems: Microsoft Windows 2000/XP/2003 Download IIS Logfile Analyser 2.85 MB File type: exe Cost: Free
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Gregorian Groupsight IIS Logfile Analyser – The review iis logfile analyser file explorer for windows 2000 is not at the bottom
of the list. It may be the best free software program for iis logfile analyser. Regardless of how small the amount you earn, it all

has to be put away for the future./* * Copyright (C) 2019 yvolk (Yuri Volkov), * * Licensed under the Apache License, Version
2.0 (the "License"); * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. * You may obtain a copy of the License

at * * * * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software * distributed
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In the case of IIS logfile anlayser, it is indeed possible to define your own macros. This could be a “by day” macro, for instance,
which would group the daily results by day. So, as long as you can find a field or a value in your log file that would correspond

to the date, you should be able to create a macro that would make it possible to display the results by that date. IIS Logfile
Analyser: USP Aside from the possibility of filtering and sorting results, another great advantage with IIS Logfile Analyser is

that you don’t need to manually monitor your log file. Since the program is designed to check and verify your log file on its own,
all you need to do is sit back and wait for it to carry out the task. As a bonus, the software doesn’t have any kind of restarting

system. If for any reason, the application does not work as expected, you simply need to load the program again and wait for it
to check and verify your log file once more. With all this in mind, IIS Logfile Analyser is a very complete and efficient software
for monitoring your web log file and getting the numbers. Moreover, its variety of features makes it easy to use and very easy to

configure. It can, without a doubt, be considered a reliable tool that you need to have at hand. Google Reviews: I love this
software. I would recommend it to anyone who needs to see the visitor access to their site. Works Great, Much Better Than
Webstats Program rocks.. works great and very easy to use. My only complaint is the lack of a free version. Arnold Great

program. Simple to use and very powerful. Helpful Application Nice software with a useful user interface and in-depth controls.
It meets most of my needs, and I'm sure I'll be using it frequently. I have used a variety of tools for monitoring IIS log files and
IIS Logfile Analyser is by far the best. On the whole, I found the program to be very easy to use and a pleasure to work with.
Makes it easy to see what is going on with our website Have used this product for the last 2 months, and so far it is easy to use

and well supported. Good Software Pretty easy to use and powerful log file analyser. Good 77a5ca646e
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IIS Logfile Analyser Download

The program enables you to monitor the requests made to your web site by IIS. It is extremely easy to operate, and you simply
drag and drop your log file into the window. Once you have done that, IIS Logfile Analyser starts its work. Right after that, you
can choose the type of analysis that you want to carry out: first by the day, then by the hour or by the URL that was accessed.
The “Operations” tab enables you to specify how to group the results. With that done, you can proceed to the “Results” tab. By
default, this section displays data by request. However, if you wish to modify that, then simply click the “+” button, and you can
define your own fields. As for the “Filter” tab, it allows you to filter your results by URL, referrer or by IP address. As for
installation, it goes without saying that you only have to go to the link on the program’s website in order to get a free version.
The CBT Plus is a package of 12 pieces of software designed to give you a complete solution to manage the content of your
website. The software is distributed by GrabCAD, a company that has been providing quality software since 1997, and is known
for its outstanding customer support. The program has been created so as to allow you to easily manage and create your content
and make it accessible to your visitors. Its key features are: CBT+ is a collection of 12 utilities that were created to make a
multitude of tasks easy. Among them are the ability to automatically add a “Donate” button to your website, the creation of a
“Social Web” channel, and the full management of your blog using a simple interface. The CBT+ package comes in two
different editions: with and without “Personal” and “Social” features. Each one of them has its own pricing system. A feature
that makes CBT Plus extremely handy is its online Help. It’s a very easy way to ask questions or read some information about a
CBT Plus program. CBT Plus Screenshots: CBT Plus Online Help: The CBT Plus is a utility that allows you to add a “Donate”
button on your website. You will need to create a button at the bottom of each page that, after

What's New in the?

IIS Logfile Analyser is a piece of software that promises to do just that. Coming with support for the W3C file format only, the
program allows you to drag and drop your log file, then asks you to specify the type of analysis you want it to carry out. As such,
in the “Operations” tab, you can indicate how results should be grouped. ou can thus organize them by visitors per hour, day or
week, URLs per IP address, visitors per URL, visitors per referrer, visitors per day and URL, and more. It should also be
pointed out that creating your own fields is possible so that the results fully cater to your needs. Aside from that, it is worth
pointing out that applying filters is possible. You can include or exclude field names and valued, then wait for the application to
complete its analysis. As for the “Results” tab, it enables you to indicate which groups should be displayed. IIS Logfile Analyser
Screenshots: IIS Logfile Analyser Reviews: Is Windows compatible? Hi, thanks for the comment. I would point out that this tool
has been around for a while. There are a number of things I didn't list for some of the features, I added those in to make it a
little more user friendly. I updated the website to make it a little more clear what it does, and gave examples for the features. It
does mean that it requires Windows to be installed on your PC though, as it relies on powershell to run the analysis. However,
Windows 7 is fine with it. It is written in vb.net, so you can read the code and see how the parts work. Sorry about the delay in
reply. vb.net code available? Great idea, but I don't see any vb.net source. What is the purpose of a tool like this if no one can
see the code to help make it better? Your software is all command line but it could be a great improvement. Why not to have a
step by step GUI to run the analysis. The free trial version is still limited for some features. What about others files types?
Besides.XML or.CSV, there must be other types of files like.pdf,.txt,.gz, etc.? In your description, you say that it supports.W3C,
but is that a limitation? Does the software only support that format? It would be a big improvement if it supported more file
formats. W3C is just the way of describing the file format. If you are using a log analyzer you should find out the extension of
the log file and the file is not always as simple as a.W
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System Requirements For IIS Logfile Analyser:

MINIMUM: Mac OS X 10.9 or Windows 7 or higher RECOMMENDED: Mac OS X 10.9 or Windows 7 or higher with an Intel
i5 1.8 GHz or better processor Preferably with 8 GB RAM or more GPU: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 2GB or ATI Radeon HD
6950 2GB or better DirectX: Version 11 Anti-virus: Avira AV 2012 or better Administrator rights: Win7 only RE
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